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59 Years of Service
Community Living Victoria supports people with developmental disabilities
together with their families, support networks and the community by
promoting full citizenship.

The incredible

On December 16, 1955, a group of dedicated parents founded

loving and long-

what is now called Community Living Victoria. Today, as the

serving staff at our

largest, not-for-profit, community living service provider on

family member’s

Vancouver Island, Community Living Victoria provides a range of

home do so

support services to children, youth and adults with developmental

much above and

disabilities, and to their families.

beyond their job

Quality of Life Matters

descriptions, to

All of Community Living Victoria’s services focus on supporting
people to have access to a full range of life choices. We are

ensure a wonderful

committed to the principles of community living. These include:

life for the people

› Respect for the uniqueness, dignity and worth of each individual
of each person’s need for self-determination, personal
› Recognition
happiness and satisfaction, and for
meaningful life where their gifts and
› Acontributions
are valued.
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message from our president and executive director

Making a Difference in the
Lives of People We Support
It has been a busy and productive

Our collective agreement expired on

year at Community Living Victoria

March 31, 2014, so our sector once

(CLV). We are a vibrant and

again returned to the bargaining table.

responsive agency, providing supports

A five-year agreement was reached

that focus on ensuring individuals

and ratified in February, and the

and families have a good life in our

BC government provided a written

community.

commitment to fund the costs. There

We held a strategic planning session

are modest wage increases that move

at the end of February, which
involved board members, people we
support and staff. There was lively
and thoughtful discussion about

with other people doing similar jobs
in other sectors. This will greatly assist
in recruitment and staff retention.

4
1

planning session on our website.

increased demand for us to host direct

|

Key initiatives include the need to

supports and take on more home

replace another of our homes and to

share arrangements, we have added

find a new location for two of our

a new coordinator in the WestShore.

Community Inclusion programs.

CLV now has a real presence in this
community, and many individuals

T

We continue to grow. With the

In April, we participated in our

R

can view the goals arising from this

fourth CARF accreditation survey and

O

peace for the next five years.

obtained our next three-year accredited

P

on over the next three years. You

3

The agreement also ensures labour

1

what the organization should focus

our staff closer toward wage parity

agency status. Participating in an

the WestShore office. We intend
to become even more involved in

E

explore some formal partnerships.

R

who observe our work, and speak with

We are passionate about delivering

staff, the people we support and their

innovative programming that

L

families, the Board of Directors and

captures the interest of youth

A

the management team. Accreditation

and enhances their social,

U

ensures that we have the systems,

communication and life skills. People

policies and processes in place for

under the age of 19 now make up

continuous quality improvement. We

25% of the people we serve. After

received many positive comments

continuous growth in youth services,

about CLV and learned about a few

we felt this year it was time to

areas where we can improve. Our

strengthen youth infrastructure. We

sincere thanks goes to Linette Baker

are very pleased to have received a

for her leadership and to all CLV staff

$10,000 grant from the Doug Flutie

who worked tirelessly to ensure that we

Jr. Foundation. This has enabled

would have a successful outcome.

Autism Services to offer Byte camps, a

A

It involves a team of CARF surveyors

N

the WestShore community and will

N

on-site survey is a rigorous process.

and families who live there access

2

series of creative computer camps for

is a web-based program that allows

youth ages 9 to 15 years. CLV is one

our staff to have the most current

of only three organizations in Canada

information regarding our services and

to receive this grant!

the people we support.

We continue to focus on employment.

We continue to receive positive

People tell us repeatedly that they

feedback from users of our services and

want to work, and although we

our stakeholders. Our relationship with

support close to 60 individuals through

CLBC and other funders continues to

Employment Services, many more

be effective, and they are responsive to

want jobs. To help address this need,

our issues. We want to ensure we are

we have joined the Greater Victoria

all working toward the same vision of

Chamber of Commerce to network and

person-centred supports that involve

build relationships we hope will lead

individuals, their family and networks,

to more employment opportunities

and their community.

there has been an

We are grateful to our Foundation for

issue around my

for the people we support. We are also
excited to be a co-host of the Canadian

“CLV has been
amazing whenever

its fundraising efforts. A significant

Association for Supported Employment

son’s disability,

amount of money raised went to

(CASE) conference, which will take

capital purchases and improvements

place June 2–4, 2015, in Victoria. In

ensuring that if

as well as to individuals directly.

addition to our efforts, Community

there is an answer

Currently, Persons with Disabilities

Living BC (CLBC) has released its three-

(PWD) benefits are $906 per month.

year Community Action Employment

one will be found

This falls well below the poverty

Plan to help increase the number of

level. People on PWD benefits have

job opportunities for people who wish

and the situation

significant difficulty making ends meet.

to work. One of the plan’s key targets

resolved.”

We frequently assist these individuals

is, by 2017, to increase the number

with groceries and other necessities.

of employment opportunities for the

Our annual thank you breakfast in

people CLBC serves by 1,200 jobs.

May, at the Oak Bay Beach Hotel,

This year we redesigned our website

gave us an opportunity to thank our

to ensure it is more accessible and

sponsors and supporters and roll out

provides the information that

the Foundation’s agenda for the year.

users want. In addition, we further

The highlight of the event was the

developed the capacity and use of

Foundation’s announcement of Cody

ShareVision within CLV. ShareVision

Karey’s performance on November 20,

Carlene Thompson
president

Ellen Tarshis
executive director
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2014, at the McPherson Playhouse.

and passion. Our thanks also go to

Please support us by attending this

retiring board members Kris Perry

signature fundraising concert.

and Robin Fast. We have appreciated

In September 2014, John Stevenson

their input and support, and their

will step down as Foundation

perspective will be missed.

president. John has been supporting

Our success is due to the individuals,

CLV for more than 25 years. He

families, board members, leadership,

was the first president when the

staff and supporters who contribute

Foundation was established in

to our efforts daily. Thank you for

1995. John’s commitment to

supporting CLV throughout the year.

CLV has been constant and is an

Together, we do make a difference.

example of exemplary community
service. John will remain on the
Foundation’s board to support the
incoming president. September
also marks a change to our board’s

Carlene Thompson, p r e s i d e n t

leadership. Carlene will be stepping
down as president but remaining
on the board as well. Both John

Ellen Tarshis, executive

director

Financial Information 2013/2014

3

|
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4

and Carlene have led with integrity

Provincial Government 97%
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REVENUE

E

Other 1%

Laurel Houniet

EXPENDITURES

Host Agency / Homesharing 18%
Residential 50%

finance manager

A

N

N

U
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L

R

Donations & Bequests 2%

Day 14%
Administration 8%
Community 10%

4

Our Services
Homes

CLV, and we welcomed Jenn Boulton

We continue to operate 14 homes

to this leadership position.

that provide 24-hour support to 60

SIL continues to support 31 individuals.

individuals.

We have had a number of people
Our homes

transition into more supportive care

are well

due to progressing medical issues. SIL

established in

provides almost 100 hours of support

neighborhoods

to individuals in the community each

throughout

week, ranging from two to six hours

Greater

per week per person. We continue

Victoria.

to manage housing subsidies for 29

We provide

individuals on behalf of BC Housing

“CLV deserves our
full admiration for
the support given to

caring and supportive environments

Management Corporation (BCHMC).

our daughter… she

that help people to live as

Through our partnership with BCHMC

fits in and thrives

independently as possible.

and Pacifica Housing, we assist another

We remain committed to aging in place
for older individuals. Seventy-eight

eight individuals to live in subsidized

in the environment

housing. Each year, we see more

McKenzie home

individuals with medical, mental health,

percent of the individuals supported

them in coordinating medical services

Some people are facing issues such

and finding family physicians to provide

as dementia and decreasing mobility,

consistent care and dentists who are

which require enhanced supports and

willing to work within the limits of

staff training. We need accessible homes,

Ministry funding. We also help people

and a key goal of our strategic planning

resolve landlord-and-tenant disputes

session in February 2014 is to replace

and deal with government agencies.

another existing home with a large
rancher like the one we now operate on

Many SIL recipients receive

Tyndall Avenue.

assistance from our fundraisers,
such as Reach for the Sun,

Once again, the CARF accreditation

Reach for the Stars, and

survey showed that we met all standards

our staff 50/50 payroll

for community housing. We also

lottery. These funds provide

received accreditation for supporting

assistance with costs such as

adolescents at our Dalhousie location,

food, transportation, medical

which is home for two young people.

supplies, work clothes, and

The individuals in our homes have

social and recreational activities that

many opportunities to enjoy inclusive

would otherwise not be possible. Thank

lives and be active in their communities.

you to our generous donors for making

Supported Independent Living

a real difference in people’s lives!

The Supported Independent Living

The SIL team continues to work

(SIL) Program provides assistance to

on providing a quality and highly

people living in their own homes. This

effective service to SIL recipients that

year, we said a fond farewell to Mike

focuses on teaching and advocacy,

Griffin, supervisor of the program,

and on increasing independence and

when he retired after 37 years with

skill development.
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“The beliefs,

Supported Apartment Living

include photography days, day trips,

The Supported Apartment Living

community festivals, regular weekly

(SAL) Program remains a unique and

swims, walking groups, and workouts

vibrant community-based option for

in the gym. We also encourage SAL

independent living. The 13 people

participants to host social events in

we support through the program rent

their homes for friends and family.

their own apartments and require

We look forward to another year of

support, belief in

more hours of staff support than the

personal growth and independence for

SIL program provides. SAL participants

her independence

people in the SAL program.

continue to work on enhancing their

expectations and
goals of the SAL
program offer
my child friends,

and feelings, and

daily living skills in order to live
independently, enjoying many diverse

constant teaching of

social events and maintaining their

safety and life skills.

community.

What more could

The most significant event this year

any parent wish for
their child?”

host agency and home share

jobs and volunteer positions in the

was a fire in the Shelbourne apartment
building in December. SAL tenants
put their years of emergency training
into practice during the resulting

4

Our Host Agency and Home Share

group closer together.

services continue to provide an

Many people in the program enjoy

|

situation for all, but it brought the

3

and efficiently. It was a traumatic

1

procedures and left the building safely

1

evacuation. People followed the correct

conferences and public education
opportunities. This year, individuals

home share program and 53 through

O

BC Conference and the Independent

Our WestShore office, which opened

P

our host agency.

Living Forum, and to students at

in September 2013, supports a growing

E

made presentations at the Inclusion

system for many individuals. We
currently support 55 people in our

Camosun College.

number of younger people and families

R

R

T

representing CLV at large events,

innovative and valuable support

We are always working on life

our coordinators based there has

L
A
U

budget, emergency topics (basic first

We also started a third group known

aid, emergency drills, and personal

as InclusionWorks! South Island. We

safety in the community). Other

look forward to welcoming 11 young

skills include building interpersonal

people who have recently graduated

relationships and practising good

from high school and want to pool

A

cooking, shopping on a limited

N

enabled us to remain accessible to

to call the building manager),

N

skills—tenant responsibilities (when

using host and home services. Having

communication.
The many social and community
activities we offer play a major part
in the success of the program. Some
of the things we have done this year

6

people within their own community.

their individualized funding. This
group will maximize its support
funds to access the community and
focus on participants’ education and
employment-related goals. Thanks

to innovation grants through BC

Employment Services

Ideas and the Vancouver Foundation,

Employment Services (ES) experienced

InclusionWorks! has moved ahead

another busy year supporting 57

with meeting its employment goals.

individuals at employment sites

This year, we contracted with an

throughout the community, including

employment facilitator who works

the development of seven new job

with each participant to focus

placements. We hosted a Job Club for

on obtaining employment. This

individuals looking for work, assisting

successful initiative has resulted

them in finding job postings online,

in seven individuals getting new

applying for work, practising interview

jobs. Three other participants are

skills, and going to job fairs.

“The individualized

We continue to attend CLBC

program is working

actively involved in creating a
micro-enterprise. We look forward to

employment meetings with other

expanding the employment project to
include the newest InclusionWorks!
participants in September.

local agencies. This year, ES staff

very well. All

participated in a week-long course

aspects of the

on customized employment and

annual planning

attended the Canadian Association

parent support program

for Supported Employment (CASE)

The Parent

and goal setting

conference. Our work at the provincial

Support

are achieved. Well

level continues with our involvement

Program

in the BC Employment Development

(PSP)

done! Our family

Strategy Network. As well, staff are

provides

currently learning more about WorkBC

long-term,

feels that our

as we develop a partnership with that

in-home
support to
families

program to increase employment

family member is

outcomes for people with disabilities.

doing the best he

headed by

We hosted our second annual

parents with

Candidly Speaking breakfast for 90

developmental disabilities. The PSP has

employers. ES staff presented an

a healthy family focus and provides

overview of Employment Services

training and hands-on support. The

to attendees of Camosun’s School

has ever done.”

program focuses on areas such as child
development and play, nutrition, home
and street safety, and networking with a
wide variety of community programs.
This year, we provided ongoing
support to eight families. We assisted
five families in obtaining Registered
Disability Savings Plans and Disability
Tax Credits. Six families sent their
children to summer camp for at least
three weeks thanks to our Foundation
and bursaries. These programs
included day and overnight camps
throughout the summer. The PSP has
expanded services to include families
in WestShore.
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“Ralph St. does
an amazing job
of community
inclusion. The
individuals are
well supported
and cared for
by the staff.”

of Access business mixer. Staff were

For some of

pleased to present the Employer of the

our younger

Year award to Montana’s Cookhouse at

participants, we

the general meeting in May. We were

have dedicated

part of a pilot project with CanAssist

14 hours per

to develop a working app for phones

week from our

and tablets that will assist people

existing staffing

seeking and maintaining employment.

schedule

We have developed a new marketing

to focus on

letter and arranged informational

employment.

interviews with some of the larger

We prioritized

businesses in the community. Our

individuals

goal next year is to further develop

interested in

our relationships with partners and

employment

the business community in order to

and concentrated on providing

increase the number of new jobs.

dedicated support to one person
at a time. As a result, one person is

community inclusion

working at Tim Hortons, and another

CLV’s Community Inclusion programs

is working with staff to explore

support 70 individuals to participate

employment opportunities of interest

gain a great sense of self-worth by
giving back to their community. A large
at local retirement homes, thrift stores,

T

number of people enjoy volunteering

energy levels. As a result, some of these
participants prefer on-site activities.

elementary schools and libraries. Our

R

concerns, mobility issues and lower

We have introduced a variety of new

Community Inclusion programs

O

are experiencing age-related health

activities based on their increasing

continue to be an important support

P

Program and the Satellite Program,

needs and changing desires. We realize

network for people wanting to access

E

programs, the Community Access

that the space at Satellite and Ralph

their community, enjoy opportunities

R

4

recreational opportunities, individuals

1

In addition to participating in many

Many of the people in our two larger

|

and rewarding job.

3

to prepare for obtaining an enjoyable

best for them.

1

in their community in ways that work

Street no longer meets the needs

to learn new skills, try new activities,

of participants, and we are actively

and spend time with friends.

A

Family Support continues to be in high

U

demand from families and individuals

N

family support

in our community. This year, we

N

accommodate them.

experienced a reduction in family

A

L

seeking new locations that will better

support staff because our United Way
funding ended. However, a $53,000
grant from BC’s Community Gaming
Grants has enabled us to continue
providing this important service.
We also celebrated the long-time
dedication and contribution of Bev

8

Kissinger, who retired this year, and we

Twelve youth between the ages of 13

welcomed Lori Frank into the Family

and 17 attended a weekly group to learn

Support position.

the skills necessary for developing and

Family Support continues to adapt

maintaining healthy relationships. This
new program was well received by both

and adjust to the needs of the families

youth and parents, with many requests

we serve. We continued to assist

to continue to offer it. We have spoken

people in arranging for Representation

to classes in the Child and Youth Care,

Agreements. (Representation Agreements

Disability Studies and Early Childhood

appoint someone to help an individual

Education programs at the University of

or to act on the individual’s behalf to

“CLV is responsive

Victoria (UVic) and Camosun College.

ensure health care, personal care and

Family Support has also provided

routine financial affairs are dealt with.)
We continued to work in the areas of
transition and inclusive education. We

placements for three students in UVic’s

on every level to the

Child and Youth Care and Social Work

needs and well-

programs.

directed more resources toward families

being of my family

We partnered with Integra Support

who have children newly diagnosed

member, and

Services, Garth Homer, Recreation

with autism. Our efforts in this area

Integration Victoria and CLBC to host

are aimed at addressing an increase in
demand by families needing guidance,
emotional support, and connection to

the 2014 Community Living Resource

always considers

Fair. Both visitors and exhibitors were

the whole family.”

very happy with the new venue at

resources and advocacy.

Pearkes Recreation Centre. We had

Our relationship with the school
districts has continued to develop. We
worked alongside staff in the Saanich
School District in a consultative role
as they developed transition protocols
to provide a smoother transition for
youth graduating from high school. We
also facilitated a number of PATH and
MAPS planning sessions for students
in Saanich, Sooke and Victoria school
districts, and hosted three evening
sessions for parents on the topic of
transition to adulthood.
We also attended many transition

approximately 65 exhibitors this year

meetings within the school districts, at

and over 300 visitors.

the Ministry of Children and Family

We continued to advocate for many

Development and at CLBC. We continue

families and individuals on matters such

to support Second Wave (a group

as school issues, access to community

of families who are looking at post-

supports, and appropriate funding and

secondary options for their children)

services from the Ministry of Children

and InclusionWorks! We have seen

and Family Development, Island Health

increased demand for support from

and CLBC.

individuals who are entering CLBC who

Family Support connects with over 500

have already reached adulthood and

families annually and is a vital service in

have no services.
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Youth Services
After several years of increased

Health Foundation of Vancouver Island,

growth, we focused on enhancing our

which will allow us to complete the final

infrastructure. We further developed

year of our three-year Middle School

policies and procedures specific to youth

Project. The purpose of this project has

in the community, which emphasize

been to bring the message of inclusion and

courage for people

safety during outings and overall

belonging for everyone to all students in

with disabilities

emergency preparedness. We developed

four local middle schools. Over the past

comprehensive communication binders,

two years, VOCYL has had an impact on

to come and talk

which contain both visual aids and

more than 1,800 students at Lansdowne,

visual schedules. We also joined 24 other

Cedar Hill, Glanford and Arbutus

about their life.”

youth service organizations in the Youth

schools, delivering a powerful message

Cedar Hill student

Program Quality Initiative (YPQI). This

of acceptance, kindness and courage. We

initiative explores ways to promote youth

asked students to respond to a survey

engagement and decision-making in

about how the VOCYL presentations have

programming.

affected them:

“It took a lot of

In addition to joining the YPQI learning
community, we continued to strengthen
key partnerships with PISE (Pacific
4

Be, Recreation Integration Victoria, and

1

many others. This year we were honoured

|

as Power To Be’s key community partner

3

at its annual general meeting. In the

1

Institute for Sports Excellence), Power To

coming year, we will be creating a youth

›
›
›

89% said they have been friendlier,
more accepting and inclusive of other
students.
94% said they understand what it
means to be inclusive and accepting of
other people.
98% said they better understand that
people with disabilities are just as
accepted as much as they do.

ways to better support younger children
(aged 6 to 10) with disabilities and youth

VOCYL has been successful in fundraising

transitioning to adulthood. We welcome

and connecting with our community

your input as we continue to strengthen

this year through numerous events and

youth services within our organization.

activities.

L

Victoria Opportunities for Community

A

Youth Leadership (VOCYL) had another

U

Victoria Opportunities for
Community Youth Leadership

exceptional year. VOCYL’s 23 young

N

R

E

P

O

T

capable as they are and need to feel

R

and family handbook and exploring new

adults, those with and without disabilities,

N

into practice. They lead students in

A

put their acquired leadership skills
interactive assemblies and presentations
that challenged them on issues such
as inclusion, diversity, bullying and
stereotypes.
VOCYL received generous donations this
year from BC Ferries and the Children’s

10

VOCYL looks forward to another year
presenting at local middle schools, as well
as presenting and delivering inclusion
education training at two or three local
high schools.

Teen Community Connections

Autism Services

Teen Community Connections (TCC)

Autism Services offers a variety of

continues to be a vibrant and successful

community-based services, providing

after-school program. It is available to

young people with countless

teens during the academic year, and they

opportunities to interact, gain

can attend day camp during spring and

independence and develop confidence.

summer breaks. This year, TCC supported

We hosted 12 camps for 38 youth

33 teens, aged 13 to 18, from nine different

last year. We also held four weekly

schools in a variety of dynamic activities

social skills groups for 30 individuals

throughout the community.

during the spring, fall and winter. On
average, 17 behavioural interventionists

The time we spend with teens is

provided about 90 hours of one-to-one

important, so we make every effort to

support to 12 or 13 individuals per

deliver programming that captivates

“We were very

month. Over the course of the year, a

their attention and is enjoyable, but also

total of 26 youth were supported. As

stimulates and expands their decision-

impressed with

well, behavioural consultants provided

making capability. Regardless of the

11 individuals with 124 hours of service.

the skills that our

We tailor our programming to reflect

sons learned. They

the specific interests of our youth, and

produced some

we continually explore new ways to
leverage their interests and strengths.

really interesting

Our efforts help to safely put them
into new situations that expand their

projects that were

worldview and enhance their social,

engaging and

communication and life skills.

enjoyable. As

In addition to our partners Power
To Be and PISE, who challenge our

technical skills

participants at the physical level, we
activity, our focus is always on having fun,

have struck up a new partnership with

are needed to find

being safe, and fostering independence

Byte Camp to enhance their technical

outdoors, in the community, and in

computer savvy. For the past two years,

employment in

everyday life. A simple activity like cooking

we have offered Byte Camps for youth,

many fields, we

yields much more than a delicious treat:

which gives them an opportunity

we sneak in a few lessons about grocery

to learn new multimedia computer

would love to see

shopping within a budget, following a

technology. At each camp, youth create

recipe, and being food safe. Intermingled in

engaging and interesting productions.

such activities are opportunities for youth

The Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation grant

to assume various roles and responsibilities

enabled us to offer this camp at

Parent of Byte Camp

along the way.

affordable prices. We will continue

participants

We also recognize that transitioning in

to explore innovative programs that

and out of TCC can be difficult for many

enhance social, communication and life

young people and their families. As a result,

skills for youth with autism.

more programs like
this…”

we have strengthened the intake process
to facilitate a smoother transition for new
youth entering the program. We also rely
on Family Support to ease the transition for
youth leaving the program after they reach
age 19.
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message from our FOUNDATION president

Hope. Help. Home.

John Stevenson
president

Another

Thanks to Our Sponsors

successful year for

Our annual sponsor thank you breakfast

your Foundation

in May gave us the opportunity to again

has quickly

recognize our sponsors and supporters

passed!

and welcome new ones—Kevin and

As in the past,

Shawna Walker owners of the Oak Bay

our activities

Beach Hotel.

continue to

They kindly provided the venue for

be diverse, fun

the breakfast in their David Foster

and profitable. I

Foundation Theatre. This was even more

am pleased to

appropriate given that Cody Karey (a

report that we

protégé of David Foster) appeared and

have added two

performed for our breakfast guests. Cody

an outstanding event. I encourage you
to attend what will be a memorable

I am so pleased that he has decided to
return in a more formal capacity. I know
both Bob and Rob will make meaningful
contributions to our work. Welcome!

updated them about our Foundation’s

This year we said goodbye to Tim

activities—past, current and future.

1

4

breakfast is any indication, it will be

as long-time supporter of our work, and
1

and, if the enthusiasm for him at this

(Lenovo). Many of you will know Rob

|

will be starring at our concert this fall

(President, ComVida) and Rob Taggart

3

new members to our board: Bob Brand

evening! In addition to Cody’s “surprise
appearance,” we thanked our guests and

T

contribution and appreciate his

R

continued support of CLV.

O

Your directors continue to work with

P

both boards to advance our two primary

E

goals—fundraising and increasing

R

Taddy, and we thank him for his

community awareness of the important

In October 2013, we hosted our Royal
Wood concert at the McPherson
Playhouse. It was
exceptionally
well received and
raised $63,000.
Once more,

A

commitment of volunteers, staff and
sponsors, we would not continue to

I want to

U

L

work we do. Without the enthusiastic

Successful Fundraising Efforts

enjoy our successes.

acknowledge
and commitment of Rob Taggart. His

N

Our Hope. Help. Home. branding and

efforts made for a great evening, and

identity continues to communicate

one that was fun and profitable!

the work we do very effectively. This

We are grateful to all our sponsors, and

messaging for all current and future

especially to our Community Leader

A

N

the leadership

Media Campaign

12

media and promotional requirements

sponsors: Le Spa Sereine, Megson

continues to make a big difference.

FitzPatrick, Peninsula Co-op and United

Peninsula Lodge #24. Heidi Barlow-Lee

for activities, living expenses and

of HBL Events continues to manage

events for the people with

and produce outstanding and successful

developmental disabilities

events on our behalf.

whom we serve. It

On June 13, 2014, we were once

provides needed items and

David Fo
ster’s
Newest Up

-And-Com

November

community opportunities

more the designated charity for the

golf tournament has been held on

concert, featuring

an agency that supports people with

Cody Karey, will be on

developmental disabilities. We are

November 20, 2014,

extremely fortunate to have been

at the McPherson

the chosen charity again for this

Tickets
available

Playhouse. Cody is

very successful event, which raised

at the Mc
Call 250.38
Pherson
6.6121 or
Box Offi
1.888.717
For more
ce and
concert info
.6121 | Visi
usual ou
t us online
rmation go
tlets
at
to www.th
econcertfo www.rmts.bc.ca
rhopehelph
ome.com
TITL

a protégé of David

$50,000. This is a significant increase

E SPO
NS

Foster and his

from last year, and we look forward to

OR

LEADE

SPONS

PA R T N

E LTD.

The primary
Matching colours associated
System (PMS)
with
Pantone Matching
#Blue 072, Canwest's corporate
Pantone
System (PMS)
identification
are
#Yellow. Matching System
In instances
(PMS) #186 Pantone
when the
and
C is the colour
Canwest logo
designation.
is being printed
on coated
In instances
stock, Pantone
when the
U is the colour
Canwest logo
designation.
is being printed
on uncoated
Do not
print
stock, Pantone
stock unless the coloured
version
colour

of the
match can
be assured Canw est logo
Any colour
on coloured
.
treatment
Canwest/Gibson
other than
the above
Management,
Corporate must receive prior
Communications. authorization
Solid PMS
from
(Pantone)
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PA
Logo Type

Reversed

N E L TD
.

1 Colour

Reversed
Reversed

(Pantone

#186/Black)

N E L TD
.

audiences. MARK THIS DATE as we are
eagerly anticipating a sellout!
This will be my last message to you as
your Foundation president. It is time for
new leadership and new perspectives.

d
2014 Vipon
y Sponsors
Communit

board will nominate a president with

CLV does not only

these attributes. I do plan to stay on the

for the people

board as a director for at least a year.

rous sponsors

to all our gene

we support but

Along with the new president, I

ONSORS
SILVER SP

look forward to working with our

also raising our

community friends, corporate sponsors
ONSORS
BRONZE SP

and partners, volunteers and donors

profile, being

over the coming year. Together, we

involved locally

enhance the lives of children, youth

SORS
HOLE SPON

.2100
250.474
D
O R S LT

ber
Slegg Lum
Golf
e - Adidas
Taylor Mad
nist
Times Colo
our Ferries
Victoria Harb
als
VI Rent
Cineplex
Westshore
White Spot

“I am so proud
of the work that

I am confident that the Foundation’s

BC Ferries
BFI
Boston Pizza
Callaway Golf
or
Cascadia Liqu t - Langford
Pain
Cloverdale
Chalet
Deep Cove

PROPAN

Identity Specifications

dark background

will appeal to a wide range of

work we do is commendable.

Lodge
Long Beach
Millstream
Market on
as
Brad Thom
Ping Golf les
Prince of Wha
- Lenovo
art
Rob Tagg
tyle Brands
Shinebox Lifes hes
SkyCaddy Watc

CANW EST

Corporate

Colour application

Colour on

Logo Type

2 Colour

strong support and interest in the

lenen

ERS

ORS

CANW E
ST P R O
PA

Royal Colwood Golf Club. The club’s

- Sandy McG
Fletcher Golf
c Hotel
Grand Pacifi
Helijet
hies
Heritage Trop
rete
ICL Conc
cies
Jancor Agen
Jeff Kramer

TICK
SAL ETS ON
E NO
W

RS

Le Spa Sere
ine
MEDIA

musical talents

continuing our partnership with the

SPONSORS

se

Our next fundraising

the tournament are directed only to

INTERI

n Playhou

Looking Forward

Vancouver Island. The proceeds from

SOR
TITLE SPON

pm | McP
herso

afford.

This is the third time this unique

Many thanks

20th - 8:00

All procee
ds suppor
t people
with develo
pmental disa
bilities

that individuals cannot

Vipond Royal Colwood Golf Classic.

ing Star

and adults with developmental

and provincially to

disabilities and their families in our

ensure that people

community.

with disabilities
enjoy equal rights.
John Stevenson, president

Our Reach for the Stars and Reach

CLV is an excellent

Community Living Victoria Foundation

for the Sun mailout campaigns raised

ambassador on

an additional $15,000 this past year

many levels.”

and assisted 210 people. The funds go
directly to providing needed support
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Community Living Victoria is grateful for generous funding provided by

